Explanation Reports
-Annual Report-

Annual Report : lay-out and underlying statistics
Explanation of the numbers
This report is made once a year and based on all data submitted during the annual cycle.
Outlyers (results exceeding the mean +/- 7SD) are removed before the calculations. The first
column lists all analytes in the scheme. Column 2 deals with accuracy: you can see your mean
outcome in that year in comparison to the mean of all labs.
The third column deals with precision. From the four hidden duplicates the CV is calculated
according to:
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CV = Coefficient of Variation
∆ = Difference in the duplicate
n = number of duplicates
= mean of results
Again the lab's precision is compared with the median CV of other labs (precison of your lab
and of all labs, respectively).
Column 4 deals with the linearity. For each laboratory the coefficient of regression r is
calculated with the weighed amounts on the x-axis and the submitted results on the y-axis. The
lab's r and the median r of all labs are listed.
Column 5 deals with the recovery. Linearity calculation in column 4 also revealed the relation y
= ax + b between submitted results (y) and weighed amounts (x). The slope a is multiplied with
100% and is the recovery of weighed amounts. Again recovery of the lab and the median
recovery of all labs is encountered.
The last column shows general data of all labs: the number of labs who submitted results (n)
and the Interlab CV calculated according to
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CV = Interlab CV in the respective specimens of the cycle
SD = standard deviation
n = number of specimens in a cycle
x = mean of results
The Interlab CV is an indication of the state of the art of harmonisation of results between labs
and as such an indication how urgent efforts to achieve better standardisation are needed!
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Flags Analytical Parameters
In the annual report (below) the four analytical parameters accuracy – precision – linearity –
recovery are shown. Parameters that can not be calculated are marked with a flag:
-

No results submitted: empty white box (example: Malic acid)
Few Results (defined as <6 out of 8 results): FR in a white box (Mevalonic acid)
Outlying Results (defined as 2 or more outliers): OR in a purple box (Glycolic acid)
Outlying Results & Few Results (defined as <6 results from which at least one an
outlier): ORFR in a yellow box (Ethylmalonic acid)
Missing Pair (defined as the situation in which both results of a samplepair are missing
or an outlier): MP in an amber box (Adipic acid)
A red flags marks a result in the category “5% worst performances of all labs”. Numeric
result in a red box (Suberic acid).

Flags Analytes
Acceptable performance of an analyte is marked with a green flag (analyte name in green box)
and applies when at least 3 of the 4 analytical parameters show satisfying results:
-

4 satisfying parameters (no flags = approved): Methylmalonic acid
3 satisfying parameters (1 flag = approved): Tiglylglycine
2 satisfying parameters (2 flags = not approved): Suberic acid (2 red flags) and Glutaric
acid (1 red and 1 amber flag).
1 satisfying parameter (3 flags = not approved): no example
0 satisfying parameters (4 flags = not approved): Glycolic acid
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Poor Performance
The poor performance policy of ERNDIM is based on the number of flags for the analytical
parameters in the annual report. The scientific advisor of the scheme sends a performance
support letter to the laboratories with the highest number of flags.

Annual Report
A comment to the annual report can be downloaded from the bottom of the report.
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